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Chapter 1

Mods-Anthology

1.1 OLDIES! - Remember the good ol’ times.....

Welcome to this special LINK to the very first mods

composed on the Amiga and the C64!

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

I’m a great oldies-lover :) and I couldn’t have released this Collection,
so called "Anthology", without linking together (nearly) all the Oldies
included in these 4 CD-Roms.

[But "4 CD-Roms" is a problem, you will have to change CD quite often...]

Below you will find the ModList of the real ’Oldies’ directory, which can be
found on the CD-4, in "/Modules/Misc", but there are tons of other oldies
over the 3 previous CDs, just go to the end of this list, you will find the
links to these mods.

Pay careful attention to the CD-number..........

..........unless you own a multi-CDRom drive! =)

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

[This list refers to CD-4!]

===============================================================================
MAZ5:Oldies

(Old good ’ST-01’ tunes featuring The Great Classics by Karsten Obarski! ;-))
100 files

===============================================================================
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-Docs-
128_Beats.mod 64822 - [01:45] - By ??? from "Ripp’em All ←↩

#1" Compil done by Mobyyyyy! (MAZ5:Oldies)
48_tpi.mod 126254 - [03:55] - Yep! ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies ←↩
)

AFL.mod 67720 - [02:33] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Amegas.mod 68948 - [04:20] - "The" theme! ;) ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Antrax_Theme.mod 53620 - [02:02] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Axel_F.mod 116076 - [10:37] - Wizzz! ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Bass_Speedo.mod 43652 - [02:25] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Blue_Berry.mod 72044 - [05:37] - So nice... ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Blue_Shadows.mod 109044 - [03:57] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Blue_Song.mod 41848 - [03:57] - Tooo Cooooool... (World of ←↩
Wonders Intro!) Karsten Obarski The God! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Bubble_Ghost.mod 75276 - [01:55] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Can’t_Get_Enough.mod 127240 - [04:20] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

CBC_Intro.mod 36952 - [02:48] - Music from "The Young Ones" ←↩
Demo, rebuilt by Gryzor! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Complex_Party.mod 74114 - [03:19] - With the vertical twisted ←↩
scroller controlled by mouse ;) (MAZ5:Oldies)

Confusion.mod 54932 - [00:30] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Crystal_Hammer.mod 69334 - [04:05] - Yep! Karsten Obarski ←↩

rulezzz! ;) (MAZ5:Oldies)
Defender.mod 96520 - [02:41] - Huhu! ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Desert.mod 78216 - [05:14] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Disk_Buster.mod 39200 - [02:25] - By DiskBuster from APOLOGY ←↩
MegaDemo 1 (MAZ5:Oldies)

Disk_Buster_7.mod 117528 - [03:27] - By DiskBuster from APOLOGY ←↩
MegaDemo 1 - Cool! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Doc-Angie_S.mod 126134 - [04:15] - By Frog from Doc Demo 3 (3D ←↩
-Net-Analyzer Music-Disk) - Yeah! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Doc-Demons_Soundtrack.mod 117760 - [03:19] - By Frog from Doc Demo 1 ←↩
with the great Balls/Demons Bobs ;-) (MAZ5:Oldies)

Doc-Intro.mod 75012 - [01:06] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩
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:Oldies)
Doc-Party.mod 76672 - [03:35] - By Frog ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Doc-Winters_Moon.mod 37928 - [00:51] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Drum-01.mod 16304 - [01:08] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Drum-Solo.mod 40734 - [00:15] - Featured on a very old ←↩

Soundtracker’s compilation in ’88! (MAZ5:Oldies)
Echoing.mod 44410 - [02:30] - From "Ripp’em All #1" ←↩

Compil done by Mobyyyyy! Hhmmm... (MAZ5:Oldies)
End_Theme.mod 34380 - [00:45] - So short.. so sweet.. go ←↩

good.. Master Karsten! (MAZ5:Oldies)
Foreigner.mod 20932 - [00:20] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

GoldRunner.mod 41148 - [02:41] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Hymn_To_Yezz.mod 44304 - [01:01] - Heeyy... From DOC " ←↩

Spaceship" demo! (MAZ5:Oldies)
Idea.mod 102396 - [02:56] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Iridon.mod 40924 - [01:16] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Jack_Dance.mod 61048 - [02:48] - Hhhmmmmm... I love this one ←↩

:^) (MAZ5:Oldies)
Karsten_Obarski_Mega-Mix.mod 141812 - [07:10] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Megaforce-2.mod 95778 - [02:41] - By Luxor/MFC from Doc Demo ←↩
3 (3D-Net-Analyzer zik-disk) - Yep! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Megaforce-Cousin_Song.mod 145978 - [02:33] - From Megaforce Megademo 2 ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Megaforce-Demo-2.mod 40356 - [00:30] - Kinda "Jack Dance" ;) ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Megaforce-Drum-3.mod 28494 - [00:45] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Megaforce-HQC-Beat.mod 73316 - [03:11] - By Luxor, cooooool! ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Megaforce-Magnum_Theme.mod 59342 - [02:56] - From Megaforce Megademo 2 ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Megaforce-RawSynth.mod 56544 - [02:48] - By Lazer / TSL from ←↩

Megaforce Megademo 1 (MAZ5:Oldies)
Megaforce-Super-Aktion-4.mod 73424 - [01:47] - From Megaforce Megademo 1 ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Megaforce-Tank_Title.mod 71770 - [04:28] - Oldies rulezzzzz, ←↩

definitely! (Reconstructed by Gryzor ;) (MAZ5:Oldies)
Mega_Mix_’88.mod 91310 - [04:20] - Yeahh! Mega-Cool-Medley =) ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
New_Trilogy.mod 62000 - [03:27] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
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:Oldies)
Night_Fall.mod 91504 - [02:48] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Nothing_(The_Champs).mod 82492 - [03:11] - Rhhaaaa! Remember this ←↩
intro by The Champs!! (MAZ5:Oldies)

O-Demo.mod 80312 - [04:36] - Aka "Axk-1" ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Popcorn_(Aces).mod 81818 - [05:53] - ;) ←↩
(MAZ5: ←↩

Oldies)
Pretend.mod 25388 - [00:38] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Quest-Bomb_The_Kaes.mod 126656 - [05:45] - Mega Cool Intro! From Quest ←↩
"Sport Aid ’88" (MAZ5:Oldies)

Quest-MD-Mistral.mod 112722 - [02:54] - By White Duke & M.A.S.H. - ←↩
Playing Sokoban... ;-) (MAZ5:Oldies)

Quest-MD-Testdrive.mod 104288 - [01:24] - By Bug! - Megademo Release ←↩
Date: 01-Oct-88! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Quest-MD-Visitors.mod 124536 - [04:38] - By White Duke & M.A.S.H. ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Quiet_Life.mod 36156 - [00:53] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Rallye_Master.mod 85196 - [05:07] - Aaahhh... Kaaaarsten :^) ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Rallye_Master_II.mod 76492 - [04:28] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Riff_(Ripped_by_DOC).mod 96890 - [02:48] - Hey!Hey! Remember this, on ←↩
your ’ST-00:’ disk? ;) (MAZ5:Oldies)

RSI-Disco_Groove.mod 97684 - [03:04] - By SCS from Red Sector ←↩
Megademoooo :) (MAZ5:Oldies)

RSI-Japanese_Rock.mod 99728 - [03:36] - By SCS from Red Sector ←↩
Megademo (Find the others in Z3:RomeoKnight) (MAZ5:Oldies)

Sarcophaser.mod 72418 - [04:36] - Cute... ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

SKY-1941.mod 78740 - [03:25] - Huhuh! ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

SKY-Aloha.mod 31288 - [01:55] - And this one! ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

SKY-I_am_back.mod 63102 - [02:10] - He’s back! =) ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

SKY-I_am_back_again.mod 61382 - [03:12] - And back again! 8) ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

SKY-My_Amiga_is_Dead.mod 50632 - [02:02] - Ohh! *grin* ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Sleepwalk.mod 62400 - [04:51] - Smoooth... ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Solution.mod 58052 - [03:58] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Steeve_B.mod 85788 - [03:50] - By Banana/TEK from "Ripp’em ←↩

All #1" Compil done by Mobyyyyy! (MAZ5:Oldies)
Stews.mod 30772 - [01:55] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
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:Oldies)
Stref.mod 51176 - [02:41] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Tatort.mod 57474 - [02:56] - Heyyy, remind this little ←↩
demo! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Team-X_Demo.mod 87160 - [01:47] - And this one.... Nice ←↩
equalizers.. hahah! :-)) (MAZ5:Oldies)

Tech-3_1.mod 58994 - [01:08] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Tennis_(SpreadPoint).mod 55862 - [02:25] - By StarBuck - Yooo, ←↩

remember THIS, folks! (MAZ5:Oldies)
The_End.mod 115076 - [03:27] - By Uwe B. / K.C.S. from DOC ←↩

Demo 3 (3D-Net-Analyzer zik-disk) (MAZ5:Oldies)
The_Kent_Song.mod 66920 - [02:48] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

The_Knomes.mod 59356 - [03:19] - By Blair Zuppicich / ←↩
Freedom Force from "Ripp’em All #1" (MAZ5:Oldies)

The_Legend_of_Fairghail.mod 110660 - [02:02] - Hhmmm... ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

The_Rose_(WoW).mod 54424 - [02:18] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
The_Second_Face.mod 107390 - [05:14] - Cool! ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
The_Song.mod 42642 - [01:47] - Hey.. this melody! ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
Thrust_Elephant_Intro.mod 64000 - [01:39] - Aka "Ski.Dance" ←↩

(MAZ5:Oldies)
TJC-Old_Intro_Tune.mod 80536 - [02:10] - Great! (Hand-reconstructed ←↩

by Gryzor) (MAZ5:Oldies)
Tnt-1.mod 73328 - [03:19] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Tnt-2.mod 39752 - [01:01] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Tristar-01.mod 27956 - [00:38] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

TSF_Sound.mod 87352 - [02:48] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Tuerkes.mod 54276 - [01:55] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Tyo.mod 73800 - [03:04] ←↩
(MAZ5 ←↩

:Oldies)
Typhen.mod 92298 - [03:04] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

Unit-A-4.mod 39816 - [01:08] - Hhmm.. ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)
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Unit-A-5.mod 42252 - [01:39] - Remember..... "This is ←↩
crack N\textdegree{} 41...." :-))) - Mythic!! (MAZ5:Oldies)

Unit-A-7.mod 80796 - [02:25] - Unit Birds, cute.. ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Vector-Dance.mod 67404 - [03:57] - Old goodie!! ;) ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

Vortex-42.mod 50924 - [03:11] - Yep! ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies ←↩

)
Walking.mod 71826 - [04:13] ←↩

(MAZ5 ←↩
:Oldies)

World_of_Wonders_Theme.mod 112676 - [04:28] - Aka "DNS" ←↩
(MAZ5:Oldies)

~~~~~~~
==> 100 files 7196112 bytes.

Note: As I said, these are not the ONLY oldies included in this Collection!

You will be able to find some -great- other ones in the MAZ4: dirs,
(standing for the mods sorted by Groups, on CD-3) like:

MAZ4:Alcatraz MAZ4:BeastieB MAZ4:Brainsto
MAZ4:Brnstmrs MAZ4:Crypto MAZ4:Deathstr
MAZ4:Dexion MAZ4:Fashion MAZ4:IT
MAZ4:Kefrens MAZ4:MLP-Artw MAZ4:Phenomen
MAZ4:Predator MAZ4:Rebels MAZ4:Scoopex
MAZ4:Silents MAZ4:TheGiant MAZ4:The_Link
MAZ4:TJC MAZ4:Triangle MAZ4:W_Copper

Obviously, there are some essential oldies in most of the Composers’
directories, but there are too many to mention :)

Simply don’t forget:

- On CD-1: 4mat, Bit-Arts, Diablo, Dr.Awesome, Firefox,
Fleshbrain, FRED.

- On CD-2: Glue Master, Greg, Gryzor (huhu!), Mahoney & Kaktus,
Mantronix, Moby, Music-Steve, Peter Salomonsen.

- On CD-3: Reflex, Romeo Knight, SLL, Splitter,
Static, TSM, Uncle Tom and Walkman (The Great!).

You may also find some rather old mods in the ’MAZ5:Misc_Old.*’ dirs,
(CD-4) Misc_Old.A-D, Misc_Old.E-K, Misc_Old.L-R, Misc_Old.S-Z,
however not AS old AS the real oldies :) but still...

Finally, don’t forget the MAZ6: dirs (CD-4), all the synthetic modules!
Of course there are tons of oldies in there! Don’t miss the Custom
modules, Delta Music, Future Composer 1.3, Future Composer 1.4,
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FRED, Hippel, Hippel 7V, Hippel COSO, Mark II, Maniacs of Noise,
Music Assembler, PlaySID (of course! :), SidMon, SMUS, SoundMon,
Whittaker (Rhaaa, lovely!) and the only TFMX mod included (thanks to
Chris Huelsbeck himself) : Turrican II Main Title (7V) !!

Hhhmmmm, oldies, oldies... maybe poor samples, but so great melodies!

[Hint: Have a look at the /Tools/Amiga directory,
you will have a nice surprise, I guess...]

>:-)
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